POWER CLICK FLOORING HELPS LOCAL EATERY AMP UP IT’S VISUAL APPEAL

“You eat with your eyes first.” That saying holds true even with the décor in a restaurant. People anticipate their dining experience before they ever eat a bite. When it comes to flooring the challenge of making floors beautiful comes along with the need for them to be highly durable and easily maintained as well. Heavy foot traffic, food spills, furniture moves can all take their toll on a restaurant floor. When local restaurant, “Stelio’s Pizza House”, felt it was time for a décor renovation, they turned to Mats Inc., and to the Power Click Flooring. The transformation was truly dramatic, turning the eatery from a sub shop into a café.

“I RECOMMEND IT HIGHLY, SO SIMPLE TO INSTALL”
Stelio’s has had the same Vinyl Composition Tile (VCT) flooring since they opened in 1978. It was tough to keep clean and looked very dated. The Power Click Flooring was installed directly over the only VCT flooring in just one day! The cost of having the original floor torn up and resurfaced would have been astronomical. But because the 5 mm thick click flooring was so sturdy, it could go right over the existing floor. He could not have done that with thinner, less rigid planks. The owner has been so impressed with how quickly and easily the transformation was completed. He’s also thrilled that Power Click will never need to be waxed! The 20 mil wear layer will have this flooring looking beautiful for many years to come.

IF POWER CLICK IS STURDY ENOUGH FOR RESTAURANT’S HIGH TRAFFIC AREAS, IMAGINE WHAT IT CAN DO FOR YOUR HOME!
Given how much foot traffic, food and liquid spills and abuse the Power Click Flooring takes at a restaurant, and still looks beautiful, wouldn’t it be the ideal flooring for your home? Absolutely! Power Click is ideal to use virtually anywhere in your home, and can save you a lot of time, energy and money it would cost compared to thinner, less sturdy vinyl click flooring. It’s commercial grade durability will also mean you’ll love the Power Click Floors for years to come!
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Stello’s Pizza, w/Power Click “Sunburst Acacia”
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